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Abstract—The category of demonstrative in several languages is very limited. In Ciacia language (CL), the classification of CL is not only based on the distance of speaker but also the direction factor. This paper investigated the category of demonstrative in CL. It includes the classification of CL demonstrative based on distance and direction. The data were collected through interview method with recording and noting techniques. The data was analyzed through apportioned and changing methods. Based on the result of data analysis, demonstrative of CL language is classified based on the forms, they are (a) single form, (b) integral form, (c) compound form. Based on distance and direction, it can be classified as follow: (1) rather closed with all directions, (2) closed with all directions, (3) rather far: (a) upward, (b) sideways, (c) downward; and far position: (a) forward, (b) upward/high, and (c) backward/far. CL has base form demonstrative such as nai/nakee ‘this’, naiamo, naianomo, nakeenomo ‘this’, Ncuia/cukee ‘that’, ncuiamo, ncuinomo, cukeenomo ‘that’, tamaia, tamangkee (-mo/-nomo) ‘that, there’, tangeia, tangia (-mo/-nomo) ‘that, there’, lumaia/lumangkee, lumaia/lumai/lumangkee (-no/-nomo), ‘that, there’; and compound form such as kaina/kanakee, kainamo/kanakenomo ‘here’ and kaincu/kacukee, kacukeenomo ‘there’.
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1 Introduction

Demonstrative in every language has different form and classification although all language have form and category of demonstrative. One language has demonstrative which is classified based on distance only like Indonesian language. Other languages have varied forms such as Ciacia language. Ciacia language has demonstrative which is classified based on distance and direction, and in base and integral forms. Ciacia language is often called as Cia language (abbreviated by CL) spoken in Buton island, Southeast Sulawesi. It spreads to Buton Regency, Baubau town, Wakatobi Regency, and South Buton Regency. Now, CL also spoken and build one community in several regencies of Southeast Sulawesi such as North Buton Regency and even in Samarinda[1][2][3]. Discussion of demonstrative in this study used theories of Quirk and Greenbaum [4][5][6][7][8][9][10]. Demonstrative is a word that refers to something in terms of distance from speaker. Demonstrative as any item that function as pointer/demonstrative or reference (deictic) [7]. Demonstrative in four categories, namely determiner demonstrative, pronoun demonstrative, adverbial demonstrative, and identifier.
demonstrative. Generally, there are four kinds of pronoun demonstrative in English, namely this, that, these, and those [10]. Category of pronoun demonstrative is based on number (singular and plural) and distance (closed and far). This and these used to refer something which is closed in place, time, and psychology, while that and those to refer something which is far [10]. There are other words used as reference, namely here/there and now/then. Here/there used to refer place, while now/then used to refer time.

Based on the explanation and previous studies above, it has not been found particularly study of demonstrative categories in Ciacia language. This study thus investigated the category of demonstrative in CL. It includes the classification of CL demonstrative based on distance and direction. Classification of based on the distance can be divided further in rather close, close, far, rather far, and very far. Likewise, classification of based on the direction can be divided in forward, sideways, downward, and towards the back (passed).

2 Methods

This study used qualitative descriptive method. The sources of data are from informants as native speakers of CL. It was collected through interview with recording technique. It was then transcribed and analyzed by apportioned and changing techniques [12]. The data which have been transcribed are grouped based on the meaning and function. It was then described and analyzed based on the category of demonstrative. The presentation of data was done inductively from data, analysis, discussion, and taking conclusion [13].

3 Result and Discussion

The category or form of demonstrative in CL can be explained in the description below.

3.1 Base Form Demonstrative

Nai/nakee ‘this’
Nai and nakee used to refer something (things, person, and place) which is closed from speaker. Referred something is on various directions (front, sides, under, and above of speaker), can be touched with hand or finger. The form can be look at in the examples below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>CL Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. naia kamaamu</td>
<td>‘this’ food</td>
<td>naia Kamaan -u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Naia/nakee cumalaec</td>
<td>‘this is your food’</td>
<td>Naia/nakee cu- um- ala -e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This</td>
<td>‘you take this’</td>
<td>AP Inf take PK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data (1a) is base demonstrative of naia/nakee that refers to something closed from speaker. Naia/nakee is also used to choose closed things from speaker such as in data (1b)

Naiano, naianomo, nakeenomo ‘this’

Naiano/naianomo/nakeenomo/nakeenomo ‘this’ is categorized as integral form demonstrative, closed, and used to choose or refers to among other goods (after looking at).

2. a. Naiamo/naianomo/nakeenomo nipiitau
Naia/nakee
-mo/nomo ni- pi- ita -u
This has/have which Pref see ISG
‘this is that I am looking for’

Forms of naiano/naianomo/nakeenomo also used to refers closed distance from speaker, and even can be touched by speaker.

Ncuia/cukee ‘that’

3. a. ncuia/cukee dhadhawumu
ncuia/cukee dha- dhawu -no
That RE part 3SG
‘that is its part’

Ncuia/cukee is used to refer something closed from speaker, but it can not be touched. Its position are both in the front and sides of speaker.

Ncuiano, ncuinomo, cukeenomo ‘that’

4. a. ncuiano/ncuianomo/cukeenomo kadkhongkomiu
Ncuia/cukee -mo/-nomo kadkhong ko -miu
That has/have sarong 2PL
‘that (they) are your sarongs’

Ncuiano/ncuianomo/cukeenomo is used not only to refer something closed from speaker, but also to refer something in the front. However, demonstrative of ncuiano/ncuinomo is also used to refers something that come from in the front, while cukeenomo can not but only refers something in the front and has certainty meaning.

Tamaia, tamangkee (-mo/-nomo) ‘that, there’

5. a. taepa tamaia tadhumopu
taepe tamaia ta- um- dhopu
Mango that AP inf probe
‘the mango that we probe’

5. b. tamaiao/tamaionomo nobundomo
Tamaia -mo/-nomo no- bundo -mo
That has/have AP inf has/have’
‘that has already come’

Data (5a) and (5b) used demonstrative of tamaia, tamaiao/tamaionomo. Although they are used to refers something which are far or high position and above position, and also used to refers something among others (certainty reference).

Tangeia, tangia (-mo/-nomo) ‘that, there’

6. a. tangeia kaanano i toghuku
tangeia kaana -no 1 Toguhuku
That house 3SG PREP hill
‘that is her/his house in hill’

6.b. tangeiao/tangeianomo nomocinggimo
tangeia -mo/-nomo mo- cinggi -mo
That has/have AP PREF high has/have
‘that is has already high’

Tangeia (6a) is used to appoint something that is located upward or in high position, and seeing of speaker look at above. While, tangeiamo/tangeiamomo (6b) is used not only to appoint upward but also give certainty position.

Lumaia/lumangkee, lumiaa/lumai/lumangkkee (-no/-nomo), ‘that, there’

7. a. lumaia/lumangkee kacumpomiu ama
lumaia  kacumpo -miu  Ama
That  iron  2PL  father
‘that is father’s iron’

7. b. lumai/lumai/-lumangkee (-no/-nomo) nocitamo
Lumaia  -mo/-nomo  no-  ci-  ita  -mo
That  Has/have  AP  PREF  see  Has/have
‘that has already seen’

Lumaia (7a) is used to appoint something that is rather far and in the sideways of speaker, while lumiaamo/lumainomo (7b) used to appoint something among others to ascertain its position and also can be used to appoint something that come from sideways

CL also has demonstrative form dhawaia/dhawangkee which is used to appoint something that is rather far and downward of speaker; and longtimea/longkee ‘that’ used to appoint something that is rather far and in the backward of speaker.

3.2 Compound Form Demonstrative

Compound form demonstrative is combination demonstrative of base form and other forms to show the position/location.

kaina/kanakee, kainamo/kanakenomo ‘here’

1. a. kaina/kanakee iso cuhumogha
kaina/kanakee  iso  cu-  -um-  Hogha
Here  AaP  AP  Inf  sit
‘you will sit here’

1. b. kainamo/kanakenomo cukahumogha
kainamo  -mo/-nomo  cu-  -um-  Hogha
Here  Has/have  AP  inf  sit
‘you sit here’

Kanakee is builded from morphemes ka as location demonstrative and single morpheme nakee and morphemes –mo/-nomo. Kaina/kanakee (1a) used to appoint place that is closed from speaker, and it can be touched, while kainamo/kanakenomo is also used (1b) to appoint place that is closed from speaker, and it emphasizes on the place (give certainty).

Kaincu/kacukee, kacukeenomo ‘there’

2. a. kacukee tauwano
Kacukee  tauwa  -no
There  place  Suf
‘its place is there’

2. b. kacukeenomo ghopeno
kacukee  -nomo  ghopo  -no
There  Has/have  direction  Suf
‘the direction is there’
Data (2a) and (2b) used to appoint place which are further from speaker. Besides, data (2b) used to ascertain the place.

*Katamaia/katamangkee, katamai/katamangkee (-mo/-nomo), ‘there’*

1. a. katamai isami tohogha
Katamai isami to-
There IPL AP Live
‘you take there’

1. b. katamaimo/katamainomo bhembe nokapotabue ‘there’
katamai -mo/-nomo Bhembe noka-
There Has/have Goat AP PK PO
‘the goat is found there’

Data (3a) and (3b) used to appoint place which are further from speaker and its position is front-upward.

CL also has other compound form demonstratives. They are *kadhawai/kadhawangkee (-no/-nomo), ‘there’ used to appoint place which are further from speaker and its position is front-downward; katamai, katamaimo/katamainomo, katamangkee, kayamanngenomo ‘there’ used to appoint something in the front and upward; and kaitange(-no/-nomo) ‘there’ used to appoint something forward and upward; and kailonge/kailongkee (-no/-nomo) ‘there’ which is used to appoint place which are further from speaker and its position is backward.

**4 Conclusion**

The discussion in this paper gives more descriptions of demonstrative in Ciacia language. Demonstrative of CL language is classified based on the forms, they are (a) single form, (b) integral form, (c) compound form. Based on distance and direction, it can be classified as follow (1) rather closed with all directions, (2) closed with all directions, (3) rather far: (a) upward, (b) sideways, (c) downward; and far position: (a) forward, (b) upward/high, and (c) backward/far.
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